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There can be no quibbles about this first
commercially available recording of music by
Bill Hopkins, coupled here with a work by
Anthony Gilbert. The performances and recording
are both excellent, and with regard to the
Hopkins, the CD is an essential addition to the
catalogue which no one seriously interested in
contemporary music should miss. It makes
available, to a younger generation of composers
particularly, a unique and important voice,
otherwise almost unheard. It is a voice of reason,
and of great beauty and originality.
Nicolas Hodges has recently given us a highly
commendable overview of Hopkins's work
(Tempo 186). In celebration of this release, I hope
it will be helpful to shed further (sometimes
contrasting) light on the subject.
The earliest Hopkins on the disc is the Two
Pomes (1964) - two miniature settin gs of poems
from Joyce's Pomes Pennyeach. Varying degrees of
singing and sprechstimme are requested, and in
'She weeps over Rahoon' the soprano half
murmurs, half sings a rainy, mortal sadness of lost
love between muted trumpet and onomatopoeic
harp. The viola ghosts the soprano's rnicrotones
before sliding away in an astonishingly simple
and goosepimpling glissando. This early miniature
suggests that the 21-year-old Hopkins's imaginative
ear may have been almost photographic.
Hodges mentions that the composer considered

the Two Pomes to be studies toward Sensation retrospectively? - bunhey clearly remain distinct
and self-sufficient, both from the material and
poetic point of view. And I would suggest that
Hopkins was seriously misled if he thought that
the first Pome wasn't worth 'sticking up for'.
Certainly there was no need to feel defensive on
account of its 'block like structure', as he termed
it. Nevertheless, in an age when (for example) a
Xenakis-like idiom has threatened to become the
dominant development of 'progressive' contemp
orary music, the fragility and deliberateness of
the first Pome, and even its refined sadness, is in
danger of sounding precious. Avoiding this
requires the finest balance of tone and undertone,
which these hauntingly atmospheric performances
come very close to achieving. Thus in 'She Weeps
over Rahoon', Bernas rightly gives the music
ample time - but perhaps the soprano must
therefore sustain singing tone fractionally longer
than would be ideal.
No such reservations apply to Sensation (1965),
a setting of Rimbaud and Beckett. That the disc
owes a huge debt to Bernas is nowhere more
apparent than in this consummate performance;
and Alison Wells is in fine voice, soaring
effortlessly over a wide range of demands.
Familiarity has enabled Bernas and MP/L to
achieve the impossible - every line of this
fastidiously detailed score breathes naturally, and
the ensemble is tight. This compound of fluidity
and rigour requires a special sensitivity, and is an
essential part of Hopkins's connexion to the
music of the past (as it was for his teacher
Barraque).
W ith reference to Barraque, there are many
for whom that composer's stringency and
fierceness presents an insurmountable barrier. It
is worth mentioning, therefore, that while it has
frequently been pointed out that Sequence may
have formed an obvious model for the younger
composer's Sensation, the latter inhabits a far
softer timbral and harmonic world which, despite
strictly serial means, is attached by more than a
gossamer thread to the vocal works of Ravel,
Debussy and even Duparc. The aching climax on
the last line of the Rimbaud poems makes this
clear. (I am curious to know what Hopkins's
response might have been to this observation.
Barraque, we know, admired Debussy greatly,
and detested Ravel: unfortunately, almost no
record ofBarraque's response to Hopkins's music
has yet come to light).
Hodges is also right to mark these two early
works off from Hopkins's later output. But I
think it is not true that Sensation 'barely hints at
Hopkins's future occupations'. From the point of

